U.S.S. Artemis, Stardate 9903.21


Host Tanya says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
The Artemis has docked at Starbase 185, for a rest and relaxation shore leave.  A memorial service has been held for Regnum, and the crew is about to embark on the shore leave.

CSO_McMer says:
::Working on second drink, trying to inconspicuously be conspicuous to Tanya...::

CNS_Sodak says:
::wanders starbase and observes various alien races::

CSO_McMer says:
::At lounge, working on second drink, trying to inconspicuously be conspicuous to Tanya...::

FCO_Vrayl says:
::watching Tealk's impressive port consumption::

Host CO_Tealk says:
::after the girl left, he stops drinking..

SBSEC says:
::patrols the station ::

SBOPS says:
::wipes some gunk out of one of his large ears and crosses the casino looking for loose latinum::

Host CO_Tealk says:
::goes to his quarter and sleep it off::

SO_Joe says:
::thinks about trying his new holodeck program::

CEO_Ross says:
::Wakes up from a small nap in his SB quarters, watches the worker bees re-supplying the Artemis from his quarters windows::

MO_Peon says:
::walks around the station::

JohanPax says:
::::sits in one Starbase’s bars, trying to get acquainted:::::

Host SB_OPS_Ta says:
::off duty, he is walking into the lounge ::

FCO_Vrayl says:
::watches the captain leave, decides he'll be alright::

CSO_McMer says:
::Seeing Tanya unaccompanied, goes over before she's otherwise occupied:: Tanya: Hi, remember me?

SBSEC says:
::enters a bar and looks around ::

XOBryant says:
@::::Runs a level 4 diagnostic on the computer core while it isn't really in use::::::

JohanPax says:
::looks down at his PADD, reviewing the death of Regnum::::

SO_Joe says:
::sees the old MO:: Hey Johan

SBOPS says:
::spots a slip of latinum on the floor and makes his way for it inconspicuously::

Host Tanya says:
::heads back to her stage, but is stopped by McMer::  Jason!  How could I forget?  ::smiles::

CNS_Sodak says:
::Notices a human woman admiring his ears::

Host SB_OPS_Ta says:
::he approached th ebartender and gets a drink ::

FCO_Vrayl says:
::pushes glasses away and takes out his PADD::

CTOFenrir says:
::Looking out a starbase view port::

CSO_McMer says:
::Smiling back:: Tanya: Its good to see you, and you're looking better than ever!

JohanPax says:
:::looks over at the SO::: Joe, nice to see you again

Host CO_Tealk says:
::going to his quarters on the Artemis::

SBOPS says:
::stuff the slip into his pocket quickly and moves on wondering how much he could get for his com badge::

Host Tanya says:
Jason:  I'm on in a few, but I'll catch you after the next set, ok?

SBSEC says:
::walks pass one of the airlocks and starts staring at the Artemis ::

Host SB_OPS_Ta says:
:::leans back against the bar and surveys the scene ::

Host CO_Tealk says:
::gets into TL:: TL : Docking bay 3 ::ears hurt just cause of him speaking::

SBOPS says:
::spots Tanya getting ready to sing ...... really has ears for her::

MO_Peon says:
::Looks around the station::

CEO_Ross says:
::gets dressed to enjoy a full day of shoreleave::

SO_Joe says:
Johan: How's it been?

CNS_Sodak says:
::Feels sleepy::

SBSEC says:
::continues the patrol ::

JohanPax says:
SO:Good, i'm now serving aboard the Delphyne as her the EO, its been going good

SBOPS says:
::finds a table and sits to listen to the sultry sounds of Tanya's incredible voice ..... what he would not give for her to stroke his lobes just once::

FCO_Vrayl says:
::links to the Artemis database, downloads some of his previous work::

Host CO_Tealk says:
::arrives at the Artemis:: Computer : Where is Cmdr. Bryant? ::flinches at the sound of his own words::

MO_Peon says:
::Goes to the SB Infirmary::

XOBryant says:
::::kicks his feet up on the back of the FCO's Chair and starts thinking about what kind of music to listen too:::::

Host Tanya says:
<SB Medical>  ::looks up as Peon enters::

SO_Joe says:
Johan: I've been put down to SO this past week

CEO_Ross says:
::exits his SB quarters and wanders around the corridors, finds himself again at the lounge, enters and walks towards the barkeep::

Host Tanya says:
<SB Med>  Greetings.  What can I do for you?

JohanPax says:
SO:Ahh, do you like this position?

Host Tanya says:
::starts her second song::

FCO_Vrayl says:
::listens to Tanya's singing with interest::

SBOPS says:
::leans forward as she starts singing::

Host CO_Tealk says:
::listening to the computer's reply, Tealk goes to the bridge::

Host SB_OPS_Ta says:
::listens to the ladies voice as melodious as always ::

JohanPax says:
*XO*Hey Cody!

SO_Joe says:
Johan: I'm still in the Science area

MO_Peon says:
SB_Med: I would like to help out any way I can and I would like to look at your medical supplies.

XOBryant says:
Computer: search database for late 20th century music, hmmm.... Let’s see.... Offsping, why don't you go get a job play at 3/4 max volume

JohanPax says:
SO:I know Joe, care for a drink?

FCO_Vrayl says:
::brings up a familiar spiral pattern on his PADD::

XOBryant says:
Computer: Halt playback

JohanPax says:
*XO*Commander Bryant!

XOBryant says:
*Johan Pax* Yes?

Host CO_Tealk says:
::arrives at the bridge, and sees Bryant in the FCO chair::

SO_Joe says:
Johan: Thanks but no thanks, I going to try my new holodeck program and I need a clear for it

SBSEC says:
::enters his office and sits down in a chair::

JohanPax says:
*XO*Nice way to greet an old fried of yours

FCO_Vrayl says:
::raises an eyebrow::

JohanPax says:
SO:Very well, it was nice seeing you again

XOBryant says:
@*Pax* Johan?

SBOPS says:
::his wonderful Ferengi hearing really does Tanya's singing justice::

SO_Joe says:
Johan: You too

JohanPax says:
*XO*That's right

XOBryant says:
::::bounces out of the chair almost falling down::: CO Sir?

MO_Peon says:
::Looks around::

FCO_Vrayl says:
::begins furiously tapping his PADD, altering his design::

MO_Peon says:
::But leaves::

SBSEC says:
:: looks over the daily reports ::

CTOFenrir says:
::Enters the SB phaser range::

Host CO_Tealk says:
::smiles:: XO : Relax Cody..

Host SB_OPS_Ta says:
::wishes he had not had to take "The Oath " ::

Host CO_Tealk says:
XO : We're off duty..

XOBryant says:
@*Pax*  Just a minute Johan.

CNS_Sodak says:
::Returns to Atremis:: To self: I really need some sleep

JohanPax says:
*XO*Alright

CEO_Ross says:
::Orders a double ractogino and peers through the crowd and sees Lt. Vyralle and approaches::

MO_Peon says:
::Walks into a bar::

XOBryant says:
@CO: yes sir

FCO_Vrayl says:
::looks up at the CEO::

Host CO_Tealk says:
XO : It's ok.. Go on.. I know how it s with old friends..

CTOFenrir says:
::walks over to wall, picks up a phaser rifle::

Host CO_Tealk says:
z<old>

SO_Joe says:
::heads for the ship's holodeck::

JohanPax says:
:::sits in the SB bar, looking at the various life forms:::::

CSO_McMer says:
::Taking drink to where I can fully appreciate Tanya's set::

XOBryant says:
@*Pax* Where are you Johan?

MO_Peon says:
::Sits in a seat::

SBOPS says:
::glances around at the other officers and notes some of them are not enjoying it as much as they should be ..... sits back loving every note::

CEO_Ross says:
FCO: Good day Lt. care if I join you?

JohanPax says:
:::thinks about getting a peak at the Artemis's M/A reactor

JohanPax says:
::::

FCO_Vrayl says:
CEO: Of course.

SBSEC says:
:: leaves his office and heads for the bar ::

JohanPax says:
*XO* On the Starbase,

FCO_Vrayl says:
::surprised to discover that he actually enjoys Tanya's singing::

Host CO_Tealk says:
::goes to his RR

Host CO_Tealk says:
<::>

MO_Peon says:
::Sees this drunken idiot heading his way::

CTOFenrir says:
::Activates program, starts shooting at tiny moving targets flying over head::

CTOFenrir  (PHASER~4.WAV)

FCO_Vrayl says:
::taps a few more controls::

CEO_Ross says:
FCO: What are you reading, if you don’t mind me asking?

Host SB_OPS_Ta says:
::departs room, saddened by the beauty he has seen ::

CNS_Sodak says:
::Enters quarters and falls face first into the bed::

Host CO_Tealk says:
Computer : Current location of all of Artemis' senior officers?

SBOPS says:
::gets up and heads to the bar sauntering his short Ferengi frame slightly::

Host CO_Tealk says:
::listens to the list::

XOBryant says:
@*Pax*  Hold on just a second, why don't you meet me in the lounge in about 15 minutes?  I have to find someone to take the deck first

CSO_McMer says:
::leaning back, enjoying show, getting moonstruck calf look on face...::

FCO_Vrayl says:
CEO: I have been looking at the force coil I designed several months ago.

JohanPax says:
*XO* Sounds good to me

Host CO_Tealk says:
<OPS officer> XO : I'll do it sir..

SBOPS says:
::orders an Aldebarian Whiskey::

Host CO_Tealk says:
<OPS Officer> ::smiles::

SBSEC says:
::enters the bar and sits down besides SBOPS ::

JohanPax says:
:::smiles:::*CEO* How's it been going?

Host CO_Tealk says:
*CNS* : Mr. Sodak.. Do you have some time?

CTOFenrir says:
::Destroys all targets:: Computer, level 20

CEO_Ross says:
FCO: Aahhh! what got us home, it was an ingenious use of the holo-emitters!

XOBryant says:
OPS : thank you; you have the bridge... Uhm if I was you I wouldn't bother the old man.  He looked like he was feeling a little delicate ::::smiles:::::

SBSEC says:
:: orders orange juice ::

SBOPS says:
::nods at the Starbase security officer who enters and defers the bartender to him::

Host Tanya says:
::finishes her set, and starts making her way in McMer's direction, but stops as a waiter intercepts her, handing her a note::

Host CO_Tealk says:
<OPS> ::thinks about what Bryant said for a moment and says:: uhh.. Yes sir..

XOBryant says:
:::Heads for the TL ::: TL: airlock two

SBOPS says:
::sees Tonya stop singing and moving through the crowd tries to move quickly to intercept her::

FCO_Vrayl says:
::nods to Ross:: CEO: I was interested in its increased efficiency, and have been designing a warp core based on the theory.  ::modifies the coil phase on the PADD::

CEO_Ross says:
PAX:  Fine, how has the Delphyne been treating you?

CSO_McMer says:
::Sitting up straighter and smiling as Tanya approaches, then as she stops...::

MO_Peon says:
::The drunken man walks right into him spilling the whiskey all over him::

CNS_Sodak says:
*CO*: Give me a minute, sir. I'll be right there

SBOPS says:
::sloshes his glass as people bump into him not seeing him as he moves towards her::

JohanPax says:
*CEO*Great, Couldn’t be better

CTOFenrir says:
::Fires rapidly, hitting the targets dead on.  Swing around firing and takes out more targets::

Host Tanya says:
::she has a quick conversation, apparently a heated discussion, with the man, then stares after him when he shakes his head and walks away::

CNS_Sodak says:
::Groggily straightens uniform::

Host Mo_Do says:
::walks into the lou8nge cleaning his talons with a sharp Knife ::

XOBryant says:
::::Steps of the TL and hurries across the accessway on to the SB wondering just where the lounge is on this place:::::

MO_Peon says:
Sir!

SBOPS says:
::observes the heated discussion just as he makes his way to Tonya’s side:: Tonya:: Hello ........ ::is suddenly at a loss for words::

CSO_McMer says:
::Looking at Tanya, raised eyebrow emulating a certain Vulcan pose....::

MO_Peon says:
::Looks at the stain::

SO_Joe says:
::in front of the holodeck door::Computer: Run program Teasley-Beta4-Z

SBSEC says:
::finishes his drink::

CEO_Ross says:
FCO: I know that it helped us make a balanced warp bubble, but do you really think that it could sustain warp for any length of time?

JohanPax says:
:::::orders a whisky, planning on getting a good buzz before going back on duty:::::

XOBryant says:
:::Is thankful for the familiar layout and heads to where he knows the lounge should be anxious to see his old friend::::

Host Mo_Do says:
::places knife on counter and grabs bartender over the bar :: Bartended : I want a rigelian Brandy , Large and neat , NOW

FCO_Vrayl says:
::looks at his PADD for a moment:: CEO: So it would seem, according to my calculations.

SBOPS says:
::notices she does not see him:: Tanya:: Ummm ...... I thought you might like to join me in a drink ..... ::stares up and down her lanky frame::

CNS_Sodak says:
::Approaches CO:: CO: you sent for me sir?

JohanPax says:
:::downs the whiskey:::Self: Whoo

Host Tanya says:
::smiles briefly, a practiced smile that doesn't hide the fact that she's preoccupied::  Hello, SBOPS...... this is a bad time.  Perhaps another.....

Host Tanya says:
::walks away, towards McMer::

JohanPax says:
:::caughs a little::::

SO_Joe says:
<computer> program is on, you may enter when ready

MO_Peon says:
<Intoxicated man> You.. idiot ya spilled my whisky........::stumbles on the floor::

Host CO_Tealk says:
::cringes at the sound of Sodak's voice: CNS : Not so loud..

SBOPS says:
::stumbles over himself in admiration:: Tanya: Oh ..... oh .... of course ..... yes ..... anytime at all.

XOBryant says:
:::Enters the lounge and sees Pax leaning on the bar:::: Pax: JOHAN!

MO_Peon says:
::Raises eyebrow::

CSO_McMer says:
::Stands up and offers Tanya a chair:: Tanya: Welcome back, everything... ok?

SBOPS says:
::winks a large Ferengi brow at her:: Tanya: It would be my pleasure .......

CNS_Sodak says:
::Whispers:: CO: Sorry sir

JohanPax says:
:::Looks up at the XO::::XO:Cody!

MO_Peon says:
Sir?

XOBryant says:
:::::goes over and shakes his hand at first and then hugs him::::::

SO_Joe says:
::enters to see Commander Zod::

Host Mo_Do says:
:::Tosses usless barkeep back over bar with one hand ::

Host CO_Tealk says:
CNS : I was wondering if you could help me with something..

JohanPax says:
:::tries to hide his emotions::::

SBSEC says:
:: walks beside the drunk and MO Peon::

Host Tanya says:
::places a hand on McMer's arm::  Jason, something has come up.  I have to leave.  How long will you be on station?  I hope to see you later, tomorrow, perhaps?

JohanPax says:
:::hugs Bryant::::

Host CO_Tealk says:
::grabs head::

CTOFenrir says:
::Switches to rapid fire mode, and runs around the room shooting::

XOBryant says:
::::Notices the alien roughing up the Bartender:::::

CNS_Sodak says:
CO: I can try sir.....

XOBryant says:
Pax: how have you been?

SBOPS says:
::watches Tanya walk off and frowns ...... slugs back his Aldebarian Whiskey .... and returns to the bar::

Host CO_Tealk says:
::goes for his temples and massages them a bit::

JohanPax says:
XO: Not bad actually, it's been way too long

SBSEC says:
MO: Any problems?

XOBryant says:
Pax: yeah it has, what ship did you end up on?

SBOPS says:
::sits at the bar and decides he would definitely prefer her naked .... the way women should be::

Host CO_Tealk says:
CNS : Tell me.. What happens when a Vulcan with telepathic abilities dies?

CSO_McMer says:
Tanya: Well, we're at the beginning of a 72 hour shore leave, baring Star Fleet emergencies.  I will of course be available whenever you have time.  Please contact me through the Artemis.

SO_Joe says:
<Zod>Now listen up, You think you got what it takes to beat the enemy, well I say you are nothing to me until you prove it. Now get out there

MO_Peon says:
::Looks at the man on the floor::

JohanPax says:
XO: The USS Delphyne, she's a fine ship

FCO_Vrayl says:
::modifies his design some more::

JohanPax says:
:::sits down at his table::::

XOBryant says:
::::Waves at the bartender::: Bartender Tequilla and another of whatever he’s having!

Host Tanya says:
::smiles, nods, and turns to leave::

Host Tanya says:
::doesn't notice that the note fell out of her pocket::

SO_Joe says:
Computer: Start level 1: Virgin Soldiers

XOBryant says:
Pax: old Exelcior class ship isn't she?

Host Mo_Do says:
::spies note ::

MO_Peon says:
::Neals beside him and see that he is in cardiac arrest::

MO_Peon says:
huh?

CSO_McMer says:
::seeing note fall, picking it up:: Tanya: You dropped this. Here.

CNS_Sodak says:
CO: hmmmm well I've been told that other Vulcan's within a certain distance can sense a death of a telepathic Vulcan

JohanPax says:
XO:Aye that she is, but I’m still proud of her

Host CO_Tealk says:
CNS : How far away? And would a special bond change that?

SBOPS says:
::glances around and thinks he heard someone mention the Delphyne:: All: <Loudly>  Who mentioned the Delphyne?  That bucket of old rusty bolts!!!!!   I wouldn't step foot on that ship if you paid in me in hard pressed latinum.

SBSEC says:
MO_Peon: Do you require assistance?

FCO_Vrayl says:
::stops working for a minute, looks at CEO with a sudden realization:: CEO: Your expertise could be useful with this. ::offers him the PADD::

XOBryant says:
Pax: and she seems to have a fine engineer!

SO_Joe says:
::starts to direct his GruntsLL

JohanPax says:
:::raises an eyebrow at SBOPS's comment::::

XOBryant says:
::::Eyes Mo wondering if he’s gonna start trouble and remembers the last time the crew had shore leave::::::

SBOPS says:
::continues:: All: <Loudly> Why the Delphyne is nothing more than a third class garbage scow ....... come to think of it, I would not even trust it to tow my garbage.

CEO_Ross says:
FCO:  Vyralle, I have a suggestion, ::takes the PADD and reviews the schematics:: Do you think this is at a point where it could be simulated on a holosuite?

JohanPax says:
:::thinks: Not now, don’t get kicked out::::
.

MO_Peon says:
*SB_Infirmary*: Medical emergency in SB Bar!!

XOBryant says:
:::Looks at the Lt.:::::

SBSEC says:
:: takes a look at SBOPS and walks up to him::

CTOFenrir says:
::Sets level higher, Clenches teeth and fires again and again::

JohanPax says:
:::thinks: Ahh what the heck::::

CNS_Sodak says:
CO: Well I'm not certain of the distance, but if one has a special bond with the dying Vulcan, the sense of his/her death is stronger

SO_Joe says:
::watches his robots capture 2 territories and a jeep::

FCO_Vrayl says:
::ponders for a moment:: CEO: The design stage has reached the point where that would be efficient.

SBSEC says:
::puts his hand on his phaser ::

SBOPS says:
::continues:: All: <Loudly> WHat we should do is send it over to the Domion to tow garbafe.  Now that would end the war!!!!!!

XOBryant says:
SBOPS: excuse me; Did I just here you insult a starship?

JohanPax says:
SBOPS: Hey freak, back off

Host Mo_Do says:
::shrugs and place paper in ashtray ::

CSO_McMer says:
;;Sitting down, watching Tanya’s admittedly alluring back receding....::

Host CO_Tealk says:
::he smiles for a while:: CNS : Then i was right..

CEO_Ross says:
FCO: Well, let's go find a free holosuite, I think they are on level 7

SBSEC says:
ALL: Break it up !!!

XOBryant says:
SBOPS: I mean it must be easy to toss stones when you work on an interstellar parking lot.

FCO_Vrayl says:
::nods to Ross and stands::

SBOPS says:
::looks up at Bryant and steps closer to him setting his glass on the bar and shrugging off the security officer:: Bryant: No sir ..... I think I insulted Garbage scows everywhere.

CSO_McMer says:
::Holding Tanya's note, do I open it or...hmmm::

SO_Joe says:
::joins one of his division on the eastern front:: Let's keep it moving

JohanPax says:
SBOPS:At least like some, people, I have a real position!

CNS_Sodak says:
CO: Right, sir?

Host Mo_Do says:
::eyes humans at bar squaring off ::

Host CO_Tealk says:
CNS : You see.. I was informed that a friend of mine ::he sighs:: A dear friend of mine was presumed dead..

CEO_Ross says:
::Exits with Vyralle to Level 7 Holosuites::

CSO_McMer says:
::Curiosity overwhelming me, I look at the note::

XOBryant says:
::::Looks at the Security officer::: Don't worry Chief we are just ... discussing the Lt.'s view on the world

SBOPS says:
::pokes a short Ferengi finger up into Bryant's face:: Pax/Bryant: And I here the officers on the Delphyne are all 60 years past retirement.  They don't even send the ship to the front lines for fear the Domion would die laughing.

SO_Joe says:
::sees blue robots dead ahead:: prepare to attack

Host CO_Tealk says:
CNS : But i had a special bond with her, and i didn't feel a thing.. So.. that means she's still alive.. Somewhere..

Host Mo_Do says:
::chuckles loudly under his breath , it sounds like a guttural Growl ::

SBSEC says:
XO: I do not want to see a brawl or you will all end up in the brid.

JohanPax says:
XO: Come on Cody, this is not the time or place

SBOPS says:
::sticks a short Ferengi arm into the Security officer gut:: SB SEC: Sit down .........

CNS_Sodak says:
::Smiles:: CO: I see

OPS{Cap} says:
::parts their quarters and head to the Station::

Host CO_Tealk says:
::changes subject:: CNS : So tell me Sodak.. How's the crew doing?

XOBryant says:
::::Grabs the SBOops finger and twists spinning the ferengi around and slamming him on the bar:::::

SBSEC says:
SBOPS: Do not touch me.

SBOPS says:
::looks at Pax as he tries to leave:: All <Loudly> See ..... perfect example of a Delphyne Officer.  Turns and runs at the first sign of trouble.  And yet they wonder why they are busy charting stellar phonemena.

JohanPax says:
:::pulls out his phaser :::SBOPS: I hereby place you under arrest for verbally abusing a Starfleet officer

Host Mo_Do says:
::takes a sidestep  to avoid the combatants ::

XOBryant says:
SBOPS: now do you think that you can calm down and make it back to your quarters without the help of the chief here or shall i have him give you a hand to the brig?

SBOPS says:
::looks at Pax and busts a gut laughing::  Pax: Oh .... good one ..... tell me another.

SBSEC says:
::pulls out his phaser:: PAX: Drop the weapon.

MO_Thomas says:
::Holds on to the man beams to SB infirmary with man::

CSO_McMer says:
:: Finishing drink and leaving lounge::

CNS_Sodak says:
CO: Well, they really needed this shore leave. The Lyrakan mission and Regnum's death took a lot out of them

SBOPS says:
::sticks out his tongue at Bryant::

FCO_Vrayl says:
::finally finds an unoccupied holosuite::

JohanPax says:
::::looks at the security officer, the lowers his weapon back into the holster::::

SBSEC says:
*SECURITY*: I need a team down in the Bar.

XOBryant says:
:::::Wonders if he can tie it in a knot:::::

JohanPax says:
:::momentarily makes a growling sound at the SBOPS::::

SO_Joe says:
::notices his factories are making the robots faster::

CEO_Ross says:
::enters the holosuite::

SBSEC says:
SBOPS: Leave now or you will be spending the night in the brig.

CEO_Ross  (Hdeckdor.wav)

Host CO_Tealk says:
CNS : And you? How are you doing?

Host Mo_Do says:
::shakes head ::

FCO_Vrayl says:
::begins downloading data from his PADD to the holocomputers::

SBOPS says:
::prances about:: All: <Loudly> And I here the Captain of the Delphyne .... is a Big old Klingon witch Doctor who thinks that Phasers are a new idea ......

JohanPax says:
self: Alright

SBOPS says:
::kicks the Security Officer in the shin::

Host Tanya says:
ACTION:  A security team arrives in the Lounge

XOBryant says:
Pax: don't worry about it our friend was just leaving

JohanPax says:
self:thats it

CSO_McMer says:
::In hallway, going to closes public terminal::

FCO_Vrayl says:
COMPUTER: Show warp core design Vraylle two seven.

XOBryant says:
:::Grabs Pax:::::

OPS{Cap} says:
::re-enters Artemis Bridge and walks to their station at OPS::

SBSEC says:
:::grabs the ferengy with his large Klingon arms and drags him out of the bar ::

JohanPax says:
:::tries to take off his uniform:::::

SO_Joe says:
::moves upward to the enemy fort::

CTOFenrir says:
::Finishes blowing away targets, hears the security alarm::

CNS_Sodak says:
CO: Well, I FINALLY was able to catch up on some sleep. However, Regnum's death has had me thinking of my own mortality

XOBryant says:
Pax: I really don't wanna end up in the brig this time Johan

SBOPS says:
::sticks his fingers in his lobes and makes faces at Pax::

FCO_Vrayl says:
::watches with satisfaction as a mind-boggling clever warp engine design materializes::

Host CO_Tealk says:
CNS : You are a vulcan.. You still have many years ahead of you..

JohanPax says:
::::is now trally mad, just waiting for Cody to lose his grip::::

CSO_McMer says:
::At terminal, querying for Tanya's location::

MO_peon says:
::Appears in SB Infirmary::

MO_peon says:
::With the man

SBSEC says:
SBOPS: you are coming with me...to the brig.

SO_Joe says:
::caputres the 2 areas around the enemy fort::

JohanPax says:
SBOPS: Drop dead, you Ferengi lowlife

SBOPS says:
::sees the Sec coming his way and runs::

OPS{Cap} says:
::does an internal sensor sweep::

XOBryant says:
::::Turns Johan around and watches as the Ferengi is led away:::::

CEO_Ross says:
FCO: I'll call up the Mars Planetia Warp Propulsion Lab's schematics, say do you think, ::watches the holosuite materialize the warp components:: Excellent Vyralle!!

SBOPS says:
::heads out of the bar quickly::

SO_Joe says:
::contacts his robots:: Get ready to seize the fort

CSO_McMer says:
::Noting Tanya's location, heading in that direction.::

FCO_Vrayl says:
::starts walking around his design::

SBSEC says:
:: runs after SBOPS ::

SBOPS says:
::ducks behind some crates and hides::

SO_Joe says:
::pulls his rifle::

CTOFenrir says:
::leaves the target range, walks down the corridor holding phaser rifle::

XOBryant says:
Pax: come on lets get drunk and then maybe we can get in a fight ok?

JohanPax says:
XO:That's the one thing I cant stand, some little creep talking about my ship

SBSEC says:
:: pulls out is tricorder and a phaser ::

MO_peon says:
::puts him on a bio_bed::

Host Tanya says:
<SB Med>  ::looks up::  Oh, you came back.  Could we help you?

SO_Joe says:
Robots:: Attack!!

CEO_Ross says:
FCO: Do you think the Artemis' experimental warp shuttle could accept such a design change?

SBOPS says:
::is glad the crates he is behind are made of Dutonium .... should mask his life signs to a tricorder::

FCO_Vrayl says:
::raises an eyebrow at the CEO's idea::

SBSEC is joined by 4 more security officers

CSO_McMer says:
::Nearing Cargo Bay 2, seeing another terminal, going and rechecking on Tanya's location and status::

XOBryant says:
::::laughs:::: Pax: well if you worked on a parking lot you would really want to find something wrong with being on a real ship too wouldn’t you?

JohanPax says:
::::sits back down at the table::::

CTOFenrir says:
::Enters an area with several crates around::

MO_peon says:
SB:Med: I need a Cardio stimulator now!

FCO_Vrayl says:
CEO: I can think of no logical reason why it could not be fitted with a slightly modified version of this design.

SO_Joe says:
::shoots a blue robot::

SBSEC says:
::starts looking for a com badge signal and locates it ::

JohanPax says:
:::adjusts his uniform::::

CNS_Sodak says:
CO: True, but with the war with the Dominion, one can't be too careful. I have fortunately asked my adoptive parents to look after my child Starina and her Andorian mother Stacara should something happen to me

Host Tanya says:
Peon:  There is an emergency?

SO_Joe says:
::watches as his units pour into the enemy fort::

SBSEC says:
:: walks up quietly behind SBOPS ::

JohanPax says:
XO:So, what have you been up to?

XOBryant says:
::::Waves a waitress over:::: Waitress: another round please, and make it a double! ::::looks around to see the rest of the crowd getting back to normal:::

Host CO_Tealk says:
CNS : Tell me Sodak.. Do you miss them? ::a little envy can be sensed in his voice::

SBOPS says:
::peeks out from behind his crates::

CEO_Ross says:
FCO: I will download the Mars Planetia Warp Propulsion Lab's Schematics of the Experimental Shuttles warp engines as a baseline to our work ::enters key strokes on the Arch::

SBSEC says:
:: grabs SBOPS by his arms ::

Host Tanya says:
<SB Med>  Peon:  Show me, I'll bring the cardio stimulator

CTOFenrir says:
::Notices a man hiding behind some crates::

FCO_Vrayl says:
::nods and begins making design modifications::

XOBryant says:
Pax: just the everyday life of an executive officer I guess, some days you win and some days you lose.

MO_peon says:
Yes SB_Med This man is in cardiac Arrest, Hurry!

SO_Joe says:
::watches the enemy fort explode::

CNS_Sodak says:
CO: I do. I have only seen them once since learning of Starina's exsistance.

SBOPS says:
::jumps as the Security officer grabs his arm:: SBSEC: Hey .... hey ..... let me go.

XOBryant says:
Pax: our last mission though was a really tough one, do you remember Victor?

SO_Joe says:
::battlefield disappears to show Zod

JohanPax says:
XO:I know that feeling, any relationships....yea Cody, I heard

MO_peon says:
::Scans the man with a medical tricorder::

Host Tanya says:
<SB Med>  ::follows along, keeping pace with Peon's near run::

CEO_Ross says:
::Assists in the formation of the spiral coils in the nacelle, has the computer make a left handed spanner::

SBSEC says:
::points his phaser at him:: SBOPS: you are coming with me.

Host CO_Tealk says:
CNS : Well, if you need.. Take some time to go visit them.. I know how you must feel.. ::sighs:: I envy you Sodak..

SBSEC says:
::4 more sec officers surround SBOPS ::

FCO_Vrayl says:
::modifies the length and internal radii of the plasma coil fields::

SBOPS says:
::shakes off the Security Officer:: SEC: Alright .... alright .... no need to get physical.

CTOFenrir says:
::Shrugs his shoulder and leaves, looking strangely detached::

SO_Joe says:
<Zod>You may have beaten the enemy here, but this is hardly a taste of things to come, you here me?! Get back out there, hold the enemy by the nose and kick him in the butt::

CSO_McMer says:
::Noting data from cargo bay, Tanya, and two men, and... a child???::

MO_peon says:
SB_Med wait this mans Has an one of his main arteries blocked, Its a stroke!

XOBryant says:
::::Slams down another Tequilla and waves for another one::::: Johan: You have no idea how hard it is to lose not only a friend but someone under your command. ::::grabs the next drink:::::

SBSEC says:
<TRansporter>: % to beam directly to the brig.

CSO_McMer says:
::Having terminal ID each of the men and the child::

CNS_Sodak says:
CO: yes, sir. Fortunately in a month or so I will get to see them

SBSEC says:
<%=5>

JohanPax says:
XO: Cody, remember? I'm 400 plus years old?

MO_peon says:
I’m going in!

Host Mo_Do says:
::walks over to Bryant :: Bryant : you would wish to forget ?

CEO_Ross says:
FCO: I think the M/AR Injectors' Fuel conditioner needs to be smaller, agreed?

Host CO_Tealk says:
::he smiles:: CNS : Very well.. Dismissed.. Unless you have something yo want to speak with me about?

MO_peon says:
::Gets a Laser Scalpel::

SO_Joe says:
Computer: Start Level 2: Psychos

FCO_Vrayl says:
CEO: If it is to be fitted into one of the experimental shuttles, yes.

CNS_Sodak says:
CO: No, sir Thank you

Host CO_Tealk says:
::nods::

JohanPax says:
::Looks at Mo_Do:::And you are?

SBSEC says:
::materializes in the brig along with 3 sec officers and SBOPS ::

XOBryant says:
:::::Looks up at the alien with all the claws towering over him his eyes kinda having a hard time focusing::::: Mo: Excuse me?

CTOFenrir says:
::Walks onto the Artemis::

SBOPS says:
::shrugs::

SBOPS says:
::smiles at the Security officer nodding:: ‘Tis' a fair cop.

CNS_Sodak says:
::Heads back to quarters and reads a book::

SBSEC says:
:: puts SBOPS in a cell and powers up the force field ::

Host Mo_Do says:
Pax: just a simple trader , but I have a supply of the tears of Adaushia

CEO_Ross says:
*Computer*: Decrease the size of the M/ARI fuel conditioner by 12%, and then all corresponding components

CEO_Ross says:
<Computer> Acknowledged

FCO_Vrayl says:
::recalibrates the field strength to match the resized parts::

Host CO_Tealk says:
::walks out of his RR to the bridge::

CTOFenrir says:
::Enters quarters, and stands there with phaser rifle raised::

XOBryant says:
Mo_Do: aren't they Illegal?

Host Tanya says:
<SB Med>  Peon:  His condition doesn't warrant surgery; here, use this.  ::hands him a resuscitator::

JohanPax says:
Mo_Do:I'm sure you are, however may I explain something to you?

SBSEC says:
SBOPS: You will me examined for intoxication and then you will be released.

CSO_McMer says:
::Attempting to patch in voice from the cargo bay::

Host Mo_Do says:
Bryant: Not in this sector, some worlds hold it so, though

SO_Joe says:
::sees the enemy is more tougher than last time::

Host Mo_Do says:
Pax : Surely

OPS{Cap} says:
::notes the CEO's change in power to the M/ARC::

XOBryant says:
::::thinks that he better keep his mouth shut, this guys could shred him right now :::::::

CTOFenrir says:
::Slams the glass table in his quarters repeatedly with the butt of his phaser rifle, until it is completely shattered::

Host CO_Tealk says:
::nods at the bynars, and sits on his chair::

SBOPS says:
::cups his Ferengi lobes:: SBSEC: What's that ..... I couldn't hear you.

MO_peon says:
::Uses the resuscitator::

SBSEC says:
SBOPS: You will be examined for intoxication and then you will be released.

JohanPax says:
Mo_Do: Our memories make us what and who we are, take those away and you lose the person to which the memories belonged to

SO_Joe says:
::watches his fort blow up::

CTOFenrir says:
:Stands there panting:: That felt,  good.....

SO_Joe says:
<holodeck voice> Imcoming message

XOBryant says:
::::Looks at Johan and wonders what he remembers:::::

CEO_Ross says:
FCO: Vyralle, I'm not sure about the Power Transfer Conduits being this small, lets run a level 3 diagnostic on that to see if it holds the load!

SBOPS says:
::shakes his head:: SBSEC: Boy .... no sense of humor at all. Don't you get it ..... I'm ALL ears.

JohanPax says:
:::remembers all too much:::

Host Mo_Do says:
Pax:: the reason I have no use for such, but many do, I supply it to certain Medical centers...for a price

FCO_Vrayl says:
::starts the diagnostic::

SO_Joe says:
::sees Zod::

Host Tanya says:
Action:  Peon's patient stabilizes, and SB Med has them all beamed to the infirmary

JohanPax says:
Mo_Do:I appreciate, we appreciate your offer, but I am going to have to decline

SBSEC says:
SBOPS: If you are trying to be funny..you are not very good at it

XOBryant says:
Mo_Do: And you are talking to someone that has a lot of memories and I don't want your drugs..... Trader! ::::belligerently slams down another drink::::::

Host Mo_Do says:
::nods slowly ::

CSO_McMer says:
::Now hearing the audio from the cargo bay, Tanya does not sound happy, but if I intrude I just might endanger the child....::

SBSEC says:
:: takes out a tricorder ::

Host Mo_Do says:
Bryant: As you would wish, sirrah

SBOPS says:
::gets up on the cot in the cell and hops up and down on the cot:: SBSEC: Look at me ... look at me .... I'm a Tiberian Bat.

MO_peon says:
::Looks at his patient::

MO_peon says:
Hmm

FCO_Vrayl says:
CEO: The power transformer conduits seem to perform adequately.

JohanPax says:
::::remembers past love relationships and once being a female, having the loving comfort, then having it all taken away in a flash::::

CEO_Ross says:
<Computer>: Diagnostic complete, components within specifications

::

JohanPax says:
::::lowers his head for a moment::::

SBSEC says:
::leaves the brig ::

MO_peon says:
::Leaves the SB_Infirmary::

Host Mo_Do says:
::nods to barman to bring him another Rigealian Brandy ::

SBOPS says:
::yells after him:: SBSEC: Hey!!!! You forgot me!!!!!

CTOFenrir says:
::Looks around his quarters for more stuff to break, but sits in a chair in the corner instead::

MO_peon says:
::Sighs::

Host Mo_Do says:
Pax, Xo : join me in a drink ?

XOBryant says:
:::Sees his friend looking off in the distance and then lowering his head and pushes another drink over to him::::;:Pax: here ya go, Absent companions Johan.

SBSEC says:
:: enters his office ::

XOBryant says:
::::Looks up at the Aliean again:::: Mo_do: sure have a seat.

JohanPax says:
::::looks up with a single tear in his eyes::::Thank you Cody

SBSEC says:
:: turns on a monitor and looks at SBOPS in his cell ::

MO_peon says:
::Gose to the Bar and gets a drink::

Host Tanya says:
Action:  The men leave the cargo bay with the child, obviously against her will, leaving Tanya alone

Host Mo_Do says:
::waves to bartender to bring two more ::

SBOPS says:
::flies around his cell in an make believe shuttle craft::

CEO_Ross says:
FCO: Excellent!, I believe that instead of the three layers of acrosenite arkenide for armor, I think we need to have 4 layers:: *Computer* increase armor on the M/ARC from three to four

FCO_Vrayl says:
::with a flash of inspiration, removes the injectors from the design, and alters the field coils to autocycle the plasma flow::

SBSEC says:
::enters the brig ::

Host Mo_Do says:
::Lowers his huge feline frame into a chair ::

XOBryant says:
:::Notices the brandy but is busy thinking about something else and decides to let it pass:::: Mo_Do: so where are you in from merchant?

CSO_McMe says:
::Following men via sensors::

MO_peon says:
::Wonders if there are any new medical supplies in the cargobay::

CEO_Ross says:
::Raises his eyebrows::

Host Tanya says:
::pauses for a moment, and then makes her way out of the cargo bay::

Host Mo_Do says:
XO: I am from the planets you refer to as the Leonoidius

JohanPax says:
::::looks off into space, having a small flashback:::::

SO_Joe says:
Computer: Freeze program

MO_peon says:
::Heads to the cargo bay in::

SBSEC says:
SBOPS: You are released ..but you are not to enter any establishment that sells real alcohol.

SBSEC says:
:: puts down the forcefield ::

CSO_McMe says:
::Ops, here comes Tanya::  Tanya: Psst. Over here.

XOBryant says:
Mo_Do: I have heard some interesting things about the catworlds, do you really chase your food?

SBOPS says:
::freezes and looks around at the voice from above::

FCO_Vrayl says:
::notices the CEO's expression:: CEO: This particular coil design enables us to remove the injectors entirely.

MO_peon says:
::Enters the cargo bay::

CTOFenrir says:
::Sits in the corner of the room staring out the window::

SO_Joe says:
Computer: End program

Host Mo_Do says:
XO::: grins :: When we can , it is similar, I think to your Klingons preferring live food ?

Host Tanya says:
::pauses startled, and spots McMer, hesitates, then makes her way over to him::  Jason ....  ::spoken hesitantly::  You followed me?

JohanPax says:
:::::recalls his first Host's life, remembering being married, and the love that was felt::::

SBOPS says:
All: Okay ........ ::runs out of the brig and heads for the bar::

MO_peon says:
::Pulls out a tricorder and scans the area for some Med supplies::

CEO_Ross says:
FCO: That is a far jump from the baseline, do you not feel, excuse me, do you not believe that is a radical design?

CSO_McMe says:
Tanya: Hi, you dropped this, ::Hands her the note::

SBSEC says:
:: tels an officer to follow SBOPS ::

SO_Joe says:
::heads back to the starbase bar::

Host CO_Tealk says:
::walks over o a Holodeck, wanting to see some things::

CSO_McMe says:
Tanya: I didn't want to intrude, yet I thought you might need back up.

SBOPS says:
::adjusts his uniform so as to look respectable::

FCO_Vrayl says:
CEO: It is indeed, and that is the point.

Host Tanya says:
::takes it, and stares at it for a moment::  You read it, didn't you?

Host Mo_Do says:
::brushes back mane  with paw ::

SBSEC says:
::heads for the bar ::

CNS_Sodak says:
::reads more::

XOBryant says:
Mo_Do: interesting

MO_peon says:
:;sighs none at all::

Host CO_Tealk says:
::but his head keeps pounding.. Thinks of going to the MO::

XOBryant says:
Pax: What’s wrong Johan?

JohanPax says:
::::Looks at XO Bryant and has to do a double take, thinking he saw his first love as a female trill sitting there:::::

SBOPS says:
::walks along the Observation deck looking down on the deck below when he spots Tanya and stops dead in his tracks admiring her beauty::

Host Mo_Do says:
XO: it is not the live prey but the hunt we enjoy though , we are more honest

CSO_McMe says:
::Shrugs, and looks sheepish:: Tanya: What can I do to help.  I still have those two on sensors here.

JohanPax says:
XO:Uhm, nothing, I’m ok Cody

MO_peon says:
::Goes shopping for med cloths::

SBSEC says:
::enters the bar ::

SO_Joe says:
::walks up to the bartender::

CEO_Ross says:
FCO: I'm am concerned for control from the baseline data, proceed, but lets run a detailed diagnostic on the M/ARC once the change is made, agreed?

XOBryant says:
Mo_Do: then what is it that you enjoy?

Host CO_Tealk says:
*MO* : Tealk to Peon.. Where are you?

Host Mo_Do says:
XO ; the thrill and challenge of the chase, but of course

FCO_Vrayl says:
::nods:: CEO: A logical precaution.

MO_peon says:
*CO*: Starbase sir, Do you need my services??

Host Tanya says:
::studies McMer::  I don't want to involve you in this.  I'll get out of it, without anyone getting hurt.  These people are not ones to mess with.  I know them, and how they work

SO_Joe says:
Bartender: Warp Core breech please

Host CO_Tealk says:
*MO* : Actually.. Do you have anything to cure a hang over?

SO_Joe says:
<bartender> Sure thing pal

JohanPax says:
:::quickly downs another whiskey:::::

Host Mo_Do says:
Pax: the brandy might do you better

SBSEC says:
::sits down beside Pax ::

XOBryant says:
Mo_Do: I guess that I could understand that, I myself have gone on a targ hunt with some klingons while I was going through the Academy and enjoyed it a lot.

CSO_McMe says:
Tanya: I'm not going to go against your wishes, but I really think I can help, if I knew what was going on.

SO_Joe says:
::takes the glass and drinks::

JohanPax says:
::::smiles at Mo Do:::::

SBSEC says:
::orders water ::

MO_peon says:
*CO*: You should try an anti-intoxicant, Sir

SBOPS says:
::watches Tanya walk ..... and sighs inwardly::

JohanPax says:
:::::looks over at SBSEC, then nods::::

CEO_Ross says:
::Watches as the changes take place and observes the blue hue of the warp plasma come to life::

Host Tanya says:
::touches McMer's arm::  It's best if I don't tell you.  Trust me, it's better this way.  ::smiles sadly::  Perhaps some day we'll have some time together without things going wrong.  ::turns and walks away::

Host Mo_Do says:
XO: some day I should take you on a Nutria hunt , large animals very fast , and can turn on a dime ... dangerous when cornered with huge incisors

Host CO_Tealk says:
*MO* : Hm.. er.. Ok.. ::goes over to SB, and asks the EMH for some::

SBSEC says:
::looks at Pax and nods ::

FCO_Vrayl says:
::scans the warp core emissions, and raises an eyebrow::

CSO_McMe says:
Tanya: Wait, think about this.  You're on a Star Base, the Artemis is right here, we can HELP you!!

MO_peon says:
::Sees a green over coat , Ahh, ::Buys it::

SBOPS says:
::sees her leaving the stubby little guy and heads for the nearest lift::

SBSEC says:
Pax: I expect that there will be no more trouble from you or your companions.

XOBryant says:
:::::smiles and thinks that he might have been wrong about the alien as he sips another tequilla:::: Mo_Do:  I think I might like that; what do you think ,Joahn?

CSO_McMe says:
::Extremely flustered, watching Tanya

CEO_Ross says:
FCO: It always thrills me to see a warp core come to life!

Host Tanya says:
::turns angrily::  All right, enough!  I said I can handle this.  I don't believe even he could hurt her.......

Host Mo_Do says:
::fishes out holoimager :: Here is a pic of one

Host CO_Tealk says:
::exits SB and remembers Joe Teasley:: *SO* : Mr. Teasley.. Where are you?

SO_Joe says:
Bartender: This is good, a real waker-upper::

MO_peon says:
::Puts it on sees that it goes past his knees:: this will help if patients vomit.::Grins::

Host Tanya says:
::turns and runs out of the cargo bay area.......

SBOPS says:
::gets off on the same level as her and looks around for her .... can't see over anyone being 4' tall::

JohanPax says:
:::quickly gets up:::XO Bryant, Mo_Do, and SEC, excuse me:::::walks away quickly tears in his eyes::::

SO_Joe says:
*CO*: I'm in the SB Bar

FCO_Vrayl says:
CEO: I would suspect that would be especially true with these readings. ::shows the CEO the readings indicating 213% efficiency, compared to baseline::

Host CO_Tealk says:
*SO* : I'll be there in a moment..

CSO_McMe says:
::Even more flustered, watching Tanya go... disaster after disaster, first on Lyraka and now here....::

CEO_Ross says:
*Computer*: Are the safety protocols in place? FCO: Just to be safe

SO_Joe says:
*CO*: Is there a problem sir

Host Mo_Do says:
::shakes head ::: XO : I hate to see someone in that much pain

XOBryant says:
:::Looks at his friend and wonders what’s up with him and then looks at the catman:::: Mo_Do: if you will excuse me please?  I have to go see what’s the matter.

MO_peon says:
::Site to site transport directly back to Artemises Sickbay::

JohanPax says:
::::runs up to the Holosuite and enters, sealing the door::::
.

CEO_Ross says:
<Computer>: Safety protocols are active

Host Mo_Do says:
XO: Go in peace

Host CO_Tealk says:
*SO* : I could ask you that.. I was not sure how you'd.. Can we talk in private instead?



CNS_Sodak says:
::Falls asleep while reading::

FCO_Vrayl says:
COMPUTER: Run warp core simulation at warp one level.

SBOPS says:
::tries to shove his short Ferengi frame through the crowd with little luck::

CEO_Ross says:
FCO: Vyralle, do you know what this could mean to the Federation?

CSO_McMe says:
::Saddened, returns to Artemis::

SO_Joe says:
*CO*: Can I meet you in your ready room?

XOBryant says:
Mo_Do: thank you ::::Offers his hand and wonders if he is gonna get it back in one piece.:::
 
JohanPax says:
Computer:Load an open field scene

Host CO_Tealk says:
*SO* : That will be fine..

FCO_Vrayl says:
::stares at the drive:: CEO: I do indeed.

JohanPax says:
<Computer>Working

SBSEC says:
::heads back  to his office ::

SBOPS says:
::shoves his through to the bar without seeing Tanya and steps inside::

SO_Joe says:
*CO*: I'm on my way

Host Mo_Do says:
::takes hand briefly ::

FCO_Vrayl says:
COMPUTER: Secure data on encryption Vraylle fourteen.

CEO_Ross  (Warpdiag.wav)

MO_peon says:
::Sits in a chair and drinks a hot cup of coffee::

XOBryant says:
:::Stumbles a little unsteadily towards the door tapping his com badge::::: Computer locate Lt. Johan Pax

SO_Joe says:
::enters TL on the Artemis:: Bridge

FCO_Vrayl says:
<COMPUTER> FCO: Data encrypted.

JohanPax says:
<computer>Lt PAx is currently in Holosuite 2

CSO_McMe says:
::Entering quarters on Artemis, so wound up doesn't even see the message waiting light flashing, going to replicator:: Replicator: Give me a pint of the good stuff.

MO_peon says:
::Wonders how many hang over he will half to treat::

FCO_Vrayl says:
COMPUTER: Add decryption authorization for this data to CEO Ross.

XOBryant says:
::::Tries to clear the fog in his brain and heads towards the Holosuite:::::

CEO_Ross says:
FCO: Well Vyralle, my compliments!  You should uplink this to the Artemis' Central Computer Core

SBSEC says:
::enters his office and sits down ::

MO_peon says:
Lucky I go a new supply of med stuff

SBSEC says:
:: reads over the security reports ::

Host Tanya says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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